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A field-level program based on consistent frac placement  
and measured downhole pressures and temperatures

Introducing a new controlled optimization  
process for multistage completions

Controlling key variables enables true optimization
You can’t truly optimize plug-and-perf completions, because frac 
spacing and propped volume are uncontrolled variables. The same is 
true for openhole packer/ball sleeve completions. Even when a com-
pletion is economically acceptable, there is no methodical way to 
improve the design from well to well, because the number of fracs, 
frac spacing, and frac size are not controllable or repeatable.

With the Multistage Unlimited® pinpoint frac system, you know 
where fracs initiate and exactly how much proppant you put in each 
one. No matter what else you vary—frac spacing, frac dimensions, 
proppant type, frac fluid, injection rates, proppant concentration—
frac placement remains predictable and repeatable, so you can 
evaluate the effects of the changes you make. 

Recorded downhole data describes every frac
At every stage, our standard Multistage Unlimited frac-isolation 
assembly records actual pressures and temperatures at the frac zone 
and in the wellbore below (see chart at right). The data reveals both 
the presence and type of any interzone communication (natural 
fractures, cement failure, longitudinal frac), so you can establish 
minimum frac spacing in a given formation. The data also identifies 
the presence and source of near-wellbore restrictions, as well as 
proppant bridging, if it occurs. Stage-by-stage details give you insights 
you don’t get with other multistage completion methods, unless you 
pay for separate and costly monitoring systems.

The combination of consistent frac placement and downhole data 
is your best and fastest route to truly optimized completions and 
field-development strategies. Learn more at ncsmultistage.com.

©2015, NCS Multistage, LLC. All rights reserved. Multistage Unlimited is a trademark of NCS Multistage, LLC. 

Predictable, verifiable, and repeatable frac spacing and propped 
volume eliminate key unknowns to facilitate formation-specific, 
well-to-well optimization across entire fields.

These charts show pressure and temperature above and below the 
isolation assembly for ten stages. The data reveals and describes 
any interstage communication and important frac and formation 
characteristics.

The Multistage Unlimited frac-isolation system is the world’s leading coiled-tubing frac technology, with more than 122,000 stages completed.

Learn from every frac.

ncsmultistage.com

Visit us at  
SPE HFTC,  
booth 201

http://ncsmultistage.com
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W
hat a difference two years can make. 
As we enter 2016, the landscape 
fa cing the oil and gas sector is 

unrecognizable from that of a mere two 
years ago. Oil prices have collapsed, while 
natural gas prices remain in the cellar; new 
governments in Alberta and Canada are 
promising big changes to the energy sector; 
and, against all odds, the international com-
munity unanimously agreed in Paris last 
December to largely decarbonize the world 
economy within the lifetime of someone 
born today.

While it may be debatable how quickly 
prices will recover and economies will actu-
ally move off fossil fuels, less debatable is the 
fact the status quo is no longer an option. 
A very basic change in mindset is occur-
ring, one in which oil and gas as we know it 
today does not have a long term future, and 
one in which decisions—about investment, 
infrastructure, economic development—will 
increasingly reflect that new reality.

Which doesn’t, of course, spell the 
demise of the oil and gas industry any time 
soon. But it does mean it will have to change 
to thrive, and those who prosper will be 
those who view the new reality as an oppor-
tunity rather than a threat.

And the biggest opportunities will come 
through new technology. As we put an es-
calating price on greenhouse gases (GHGs), 
we will need to look at new ways to produce 
oil and gas—a particularly important task 
in the high-emitting oilsands. There are 
already a variety of technologies in develop-
ment capable of dramatically reducing GHG 
emissions. A carbon tax and the Paris deal 
could be the impetus to bring them to com-
mercialization sooner.

Many creative and innovative solu-
tions are out there. Some oil companies 
are already moving to capitalize on the 
drive to decarbonize production with 
innovative new technology adoption. For 
example, GlassPoint Solar and Petroleum 
Development Oman (Royal Dutch Shell 
owns chunks of both companies) are 
constructing one of the world’s largest solar 
farms to produce steam for heavy oil pro-
duction in Oman. At its peak, Miraah will be 
able to generate in excess of one gigawatt of 
solar thermal energy, save 5.6 trillion BTUs 

of natural gas and trim CO2 emissions by 
over 300,000 tonnes annually.

Other companies are getting directly 
involved in renewables. Statoil has an-
nounced construction of the world’s first 
floating wind farm off the U.K., leveraging 
its offshore oil and gas production expertise, 
while Dong Energy recently announced it 
will construct the world’s biggest offshore 
wind farm in the Irish Sea. In Canada, pipe-
line companies Enbridge and TransCanada 
have both invested heavily in low-carbon 
power projects, from wind and solar to 
geothermal and nuclear.

Alberta has tremendous potential for 
renewable energy development, includ-
ing some of Canada’s best wind and solar 
resources, which could be tapped as coal 
power is phased out. Carbon capture (CCS) 
with enhanced oil recovery (EOR), such 
as NW Refining and Enhance Energy’s 
CO2 EOR project, or sequestration, such as 
Shell’s Quest project to sequester CO2 from 
its upgrader, are in the forefront of CCS tech-
nology deployment. Enhanced geothermal 
system development could leverage our 
expertise in drilling and fracturing technol-
ogy and create an entirely new industry with 
potentially large export opportunities.

Certainly, many other opportunities 
exist, and there are many directions the 
energy industry could take as we transition 
to a lower-carbon economy. In this issue, 
we asked a selection of thought leaders for 
their input on our energy future. Their views 
vary—ranging from improved, lower-emis-
sions oil and gas production to carbon cap-
ture and developing new uses for carbon, to 
renewables, to fusion power—but two of the 
themes to emerge most prominently were 
collaboration and innovation.

And maybe that’s the biggest takeaway 
of all. Certainly the opportunities are im-
mense, and the oil and gas sector’s spirit 
of innovation—the same spirit that made 
the oilsands viable to produce and created 
the shale gas and tight oil revolution—and 
its growing culture of collaboration—as 
exemplified by organizations like Petroleum 
Technology Alliance Canada and Canada’s 
Oil Sands Innovation Alliance—will serve it 
well as we transition to a low-carbon future.

  Maurice Smith
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#VANGUARD

In the summer of 2015, a five-person Climate 
Change Advisory Panel was formed to help 
the Government of Alberta develop a new 
strategy on climate change. After receiving 
feedback from industry representatives, 
farmers, indigenous communities, academia, 
think-tanks and the public, the panel 
made recommendations that lead to the 
development of a Climate Leadership Plan 
that focuses on four key areas.

Alberta’s new climate change policy will see the price of carbon emissions 
rise to $20/tonne in January 2017 and to $30/tonne in January 2018; 
thereafter, the price will increase every year in real terms. At $30/tonne, 
the carbon price is expected to generate around $3 billion annually. 
Premier Rachel Notley says that a large part of the revenue raised from the 
carbon tax will support industry innovation and research into technologies 
that can reduce the amount of carbon produced in the oilsands.

As part of Alberta’s climate change policy, the provincial government 
plans to reduce oil and gas industry methane emissions by 45 per cent 
by 2025. In 2013, 70 per cent—30.4 megatonnes—of provincial methane 
emissions were from the oil and gas sector. Of those emissions, more 
than half were from venting, one-third from fugitive emissions and the 
remainder from flaring. 

The Alberta government plans to phase out pollution from 
coal-fired electricity generation by 2030 through a combination 
of accelerated retirement of coal-fired plants that exceed 
regulations, carbon pricing and incentives for renewable electricity 
generation. Up to 30 per cent of electricity generation will be from 
renewable sources such as wind and solar. The remainder will 
largely come from natural gas–fired plants, though there is some 
room for other sources that use technology to eliminate pollution.

A limit of 100 megatonnes per year, with provisions, will be 
legislated for Alberta oilsands emissions. With current emissions 
levels at 70 megatonnes per year, the new limit gives the oilsands 
industry 30 megatonnes to play with while new technologies are 
developed that will ensure an increase in the number of barrels 
produced and a decrease in emissions.

2030

45%
2025

developing more renewable energy projects 
while phasing out coal-generated electricity

implementing a price on carbon emissions

legislating a limit on emissions from  
the oilsands

putting into effect a methane emissionS 
reduction plan

$30
per tonne

$20
per tonne

january 2018

january 2017

limit of 

100
megatonnes
per year

current  
emissions  
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megatonnes

per year
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C
enovus Energy wants to put together 
a coalition of companies—and 
possibly government—to do a FEED 

study on climate change mitigation.
The goal is to find technologies to ad-

dress the public’s concern over climate 
change, which has been increasingly 
evident in Cenovus’s monitoring of 
Canadian public opinion since the com-
pany was founded about six years ago.

“We’ve been doing public opinion 
research ever since we started, and we 
have seen it change over time,” said Alan 
Reid, the oilsands producer’s executive 
vice-president of environment, corporate 
affairs and legal.

Since it spun off from Encana in 
December 2009, Cenovus has been sam-
pling Canadian public opinion across 
the country through polling, workshops, 
social media monitoring and face-to-
face meetings.

“So we feel we’ve got a pretty good 
handle on where things are now and 
how things have changed,” Reid told an 
Economic Club of Canada energy confer-
ence in Calgary last November. 

CENOVUS’S RESEARCH FINDINGS
While it found Canadians understand 
the economic impact of the oilsands and 
appreciate the work that has been done 
to reduce local environmental impacts, 
Cenovus’s continual research has also 
revealed growing public concern about 
climate change.

“I think five years ago, climate change 
was something that really wasn’t part 
of the public discourse. It was more 
something that was occasionally talked 
about in boardrooms. It was talked about 
certainly in academic circles. But it wasn’t 
part of the pubic discourse,” Reid recalled.

“What we’re seeing now is that 
Canadians are concerned about climate 
change and they’re concerned about 
their role in climate change,” he said. “So 
our polling indicates that the concerns 
are more around end use of oil as a 
product than it is necessarily around 
the environmental impacts of upstream 
production.”

One finding is that a significant 
number of Canadians now believe the 
world may stop using oil within the next 
10 years, while others believe that shift 
could happen in 10–20 years, he added.

In other words, many Canadians 
don’t see oil as part of humanity’s energy 
future, and they expect the change to 
occur surprisingly soon.

Although widely held, this expecta-
tion of such a rapid transition isn’t sup-
ported by any forecasts or experts, Reid 
pointed out.

He suggested this misconception 
may be the result of talk about the 
“green economy” and vehicle manu-
facturers investing in electric, battery-
powered cars.

“So I think despite the fact that 
most experts don’t see a big move away 
from oil, that’s not necessarily how 
the public is looking at it,” Reid said, 
noting this would increase support for 
policies that could hasten the transi-
tion away from oil. 

FEED STUDY
So if the public sees climate change as 
a problem, how should the industry 
tackle it?

“I think the first thing we need to do 
is...acknowledge that there is the con-
cern,” Reid said, adding, “If end users are 
concerned about your product...you have 
to address your customers’ concerns.”

He said that means taking a broader 
view “of what responsible development 
looks like.”

Cenovus has been holding “very, 
very preliminary conversations” with 
some other upstream players in Calgary. 
“We have talked to some people in the 
Alberta government—not at the leader-
ship level—about it. And resoundingly 
we’re getting a very positive response,” 
Reid said.

SO WHAT’S THE NEXT STEP?
“If you build projects, one of the things 
you do is identify a business case. So 
then you do a FEED—a front-end en-
gineering and design,” he said.

Speaking to reporters afterwards, 
Reid elaborated: “A FEED study is some-
thing that you do early on. Once you 
have a concept, you do a FEED study to 
understand potentially what that project 
would look like—how much it would 
cost, how long it would take, and those 
kinds of things.”

So Cenovus wants to build a coali-
tion of companies to do the FEED study. 
That could also involve government, 
Reid said.

“We need to understand what the 
problem looks like: What are potential 
solutions? How do we fund research and 
development into potential solutions? 
How do we bring innovation to bear... 
not just on our upstream use—because 
I think there’s been a lot of great work 
done there. But how do we also resolve 
the concerns with end-use emissions?”

It would start with an inventory of 
existing technologies and trying to get 
a handle on the research and develop-
ment costs involved, and then it would 
put together a timeframe.

“I think those are the likely next 
steps,” Reid said. “It’s to build a coali-
tion of the willing, if you will, and to 
get started.”

 Pat Roche

EMISSIONS

SEARCH FOR GREEN TECH
Oilsands producer seeks coalition for study to tackle climate change concerns

VANG UAR D

I think the first thing 
we need to do is...
acknowledge that 
there is the concern. 
If end users are 
concerned about 
your product...you 
have to address your 
customers’ concerns.”

 — Alan Reid, executive  
vice-president of environment, 

corporate affairs and legal, 
Cenovus Energy 
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A
lmost 400,000 wells had been drilled in Alberta 
to the end of 2012, of which about 150,000 were 
abandoned and, of these, approximately 50,000 

have yet to be certified as reclaimed, according to 
Petroleum Technology Alliance Canada (PTAC).

Prior to abandonment, wells may be suspended, which 
could have financial implications for operating companies 
through the Licensee Liability Rating (LLR). In an environ-
ment of low oil and gas prices, more wells are being sus-
pended, increasing the financial strain on many producers.

Innovative technology solutions are needed to al-
leviate the situation, says PTAC, and a Swiss company 
believes it has one. Globotics Industries wants to bring 
its Low Pressure Pumping System (LPPS) to Canada. 
And one particularly attractive aspect of the system in 
to  day’s crude oil bust economy is that while it will bring 
new revenue to the operator, it comes at no additional cost.

The system is used to recover significant quantities 
of fluid from wells that would otherwise be unusable, 
both by boosting the flow with a thrust action and by 
reducing the wellhead pressure, thus improving the 
normal productivity of the well.

Massimo Bianchini, Globotics chief executive of-
ficer, says that where it is found to be applicable, the 
company will pay all the upfront cost to establish the 
LPPS system, and operate it with only a daily fee and 
royalty paid by the operator.

“We propose our LPPS system in a full-service 
formula. That means that all investment cost is paid by 
us—the oil company has no capital expenditure [capex], 
just operating expenditure [opex]. And then I would 
say that still, opex expenditure is not really expenditure 
because…that will start only when actual recovery at the 
GOSP [gas-oil separation plant] will start,” he says.

 AVOIDING SUSPENSION
With the number of abandoned 
and suspended wells on the 
rise, companies are seeking 
new technologies to extend the 
productive lives of their wells. 

ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY

REACTIVATING SUSPENDED WELLS—FOR FREE
Multi-phase pumping solution comes at no cost to producer
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Once producing, the operator pays 
a daily fee that includes hire costs and 
operating expenses, and a royalty on 
recovered oil and gas, which allows 
Globotics to recover its investment over 
time. “So I could say really that, for the 
oil company, there is no operating ex-
penditure, because the oil company will 
give a small part of its income to us only 
when the system will be operating.”

The contract is normally a fixed initial 
period that depends on an estimate of 
the remaining life of the well using the 
system, but it can be renewed as long as 
production continues. It is also flexible 
in that the configuration of the system 
can be changed to continue to maximize 
production.

Operations management activities 
are carried out by Globotics, and routine 
maintenance and unscheduled interven-
tions are paid for by Globotics, he adds. 
At the end of the contract, all demobiliz-
ation charges are also paid by Globotics.

Based in Lugano, Switzerland, 
Globotics Industries SA is a consulting 
services and industrial production com-
pany that operates in the manufactur-
ing and automation sectors. It operates 
divisions in Loughborough, U.K., and in 
Edmonton, where Globotics Industries 
Inc. carries out engineering activities, 
quality services and construction.

In a PTAC-sponsored presenta-
tion to a Calgary oilpatch audience in 
November, Bianchini explained the 
wellhead pressure, or blowout pres-
sure, determines the actual possibility 
of exploiting the flow and therefore well 
productivity. Also important is the pos-
ition of the wells with respect to the first 
gathering centre and the pressure of the 
flowline to which the well is connected.

There can be several reasons for non-
productive flow. In normally productive 
wells, the blowout pressure is sufficient to 
get the fluid into the flowline, and the well 
could produce more with a lower wellhead 
pressure, but this pressure would not allow 
the fluid to reach the first gathering point.

Wells with a blowout pressure 
theoretically sufficient to guarantee flow 
to the flowline but with values of a few 
pounds per square inch difference can 
generate bottlenecks with considerable 
lowering of production, he says.

In other cases, the blowout pressure 
is considerable but not enough, with 
regard to the distance to the first gather-
ing point, to allow outflow of fluid into 
the flowline, and the wells are therefore 
not connected to the flowline. And in the 
case of depleted wells, the pressure has 
fallen below the minimum necessary 
to allow the outflow into the flowline to 
which the wells are connected.

In all these cases, “the blowout pres-
sure is the critical element that prevents 
the well’s productivity or reduces it, 
maybe even drastically,” Bianchini says.

And in these cases, Globotics’ turn-
key LPPS can restore wells that are not 
operative and increase productivity of 
operative wells. “The multi-phase pump-
ing technology implemented in the 
LPPS allows boosting of the fluid, which 
guarantees its transfer from the well to 
the GOSP,” he says.

Due to the pressure drop (Delta P) 
generated by the LPPS, the discharge 
pressure is high enough to compen-
sate the head losses and is enough 
to ensure the fluid has the necessary 
pressure at the arrival point of the 
GOSP, but this is lower than the maxi-
mum service pressure of the flowline, 
says Bianchini.

The LPPS can handle multi-phase 
fluids with variable gas volume frac-
tion up to a maximum of 98 per cent. It 
makes the presence of gas separation 
systems, compressors, gas transportation 
pipes and flaring systems unnecessary.

Many different configurations are 
possible, Bianchini adds. Installation 
in tie-in on the flowline, for example, 
where several normally productive 
wells are present, allows their re spective 
wellhead pressure to be reduced, 
increasing the productivity of reduced 
pressure wells.

Installation in tie-in on the flowline 
can also resolve bottlenecks due to the 
presence of multiple wells with wellhead 
pressure values very close to each other. 
“Elimination of the bottleneck increases 
production for all the wells connected 
upstream of the LPPS and allows the 
blowout pressures to be reduced and so 
optimizes productivity.”

Installation immediately downstream 
of the manifold allows the wells with 
insufficient pressure to be connected to 
the flowline and their productivity to be 
restored, while increasing productivity to 
already operating wells where wellhead 
pressure can be reduced.

And where there are several wells 
with a wellhead pressure too low, 
installation of the LPPS can be done 
immediately downstream of the mani-
fold even when productive wells are 
present, and reduced pressure wells 
can then be restored.

Thanks to its Delta P, he says, the 
LPPS compensates the reduction in 
pressure carried out on the well and 
guarantees outflow of the fluid toward 

I NTE R N ET OF TH I NGS

 TURNKEY SOLUTION
Globotics’ multi-phase pump 
skid houses the pump, 
motor and control valves on 
a steel baseplate for ready 
field application.
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the gathering point or its introduction into the 
flowline.

If the minimum conditions exist—configuration 
of the oilfield gathering system, suction pressure and 
maximum gas volume fraction of the fluid—the system 
can easily be adapted to a wide variety of existing sys-
tem configurations.

The pumps are supported by a sophisticated control 
system that controls the pump operation based on 
feedback describing the well’s functional parameter 
trends, thus continuously adapting the suction methods 
to the optimal operating conditions of the fluid extrac-
tion process.

And thanks to the experience gained by Globotics 
engineers over many years, collaboration with the 
pump supplier has allowed it to increase the capacity of 
the pumps and gain greater adaptability under the most 
extreme and unfavourable conditions, he says.

The company’s involvement begins with a prelim-
inary feasibility study, Bianchini says. “We request to 
have a lot of data. We need geological data of the fluid 
and on the reservoir; we need a full specification of 
the well; we need to have the historical situation, the 
picture [of ] what happened to the well in the past; we 
need to have the well testing data in order to verify 
the IPR [initial production rate] relation in order to 
understand how pressure and therefore productivity 
can be tuned.

“We also need the geographical data of the complex 
because there are several possibilities of implementa-
tion of the system…. Having all this specification, we 
can proceed with an idea of the design process and 
design and size the system with all [necessary compo-
nents] to implement the system.

“And then you have more traditional engineering 
activities—the procurement, transportation, imple-
mentation, construction, all these activities are done 
by us. This is a really turnkey system—the oil company 
has nothing to do, they just make available the oilfield 
and wells.”

Thanks to installation of most of the components on 
a containerized multi-phase pump skid, assembly, dis-
assembly and reuse can be carried out in a short time 
frame. A remote control system allows centralization of 
the operations management of several units distributed 
in a field or in diverse locations.

Compared to other artificial lift systems, its 70 per cent 
efficiency rate is the highest of the various systems avail-
able, Bianchini notes. “Its ability to adapt to the pressure 
variations of the well guarantees its optimum operative-
ness and therefore maximum well exploitation.”

According to Bianchini, in one project Globotics 
installed seven LPPS systems starting in 2006 on 32 
wells in North Africa for Algerian national oil company 
Sonatrach. Up to last year, it created US$118 million in 
profit per year from the 32 wells, he says. “There is a lot 
of interest” in Canada for the technology, he adds.

 Maurice Smith

CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
Massimo Bianchini, Globotics Industries SA 
Tel: +41 91 921 21 57 
Email: m.bianchini@globotics.ch
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completions, accounting and environ-
mental health and safety.

In market conditions like these, this is 
a great time for companies to refocus on 
making their operations more efficient 
so that when, hopefully, the market 
rebounds, they’ll be in a better position 
to grow their operations and take some 
additional market share, says Wiener.

Willson Beebe, lead financial analyst 
with Concho Resources’ Texas basins 
asset group, has been using Seven Lakes’ 
dashboards for about a year. “I love 
them. They’re really easy to use,” he says.

Beebe also likes that he can connect 
to raw data using Excel spreadsheets. “In 
my job, I do a lot of analysis so I utilize 
that probably more than the dashboards 
because I’m more interested in the raw 
data, so the ability to use that native in 
Excel is really good because everybody 
around here uses Excel and is comfort-
able with that and understands it, so 
that’s a big plus.”

Midland, Texas–based Concho, 
whose assets are all in the Permian 
Basin, has grown through acquisitions 
from about 500 wells to about 5,000 
wells in five years and from about 300 

I NTE R N ET OF TH I NGS

PRODUCTION

Software delivers the right information to the right personnel at any time, any location
ON THE DASH

Y
ou are driving down a highway, 
wondering if your engine is going to 
overheat. Now imagine that instead 

of having one gauge on your dashboard 
where you can see your engine’s tem-
perature, you have to look at four screens, 
and one of them is in the back seat while 
another is in the trunk.

“You can imagine how hard it would 
be to keep tabs on your engine,” says Bret 
Wiener, chief technology officer at Seven 
Lakes Technologies.

Instead, cars are made so that read-
ings are taken from sensors whose infor-
mation is piped to one little gauge that’s 
easy to look at, and with just a glance you 
know exactly the temperature of your 
motor and if you’re in good shape or not.

“We provide the same sort of thing at 
the enterprise scale, drawing data from 
a bunch of different sources within [an] 
organization and then presenting that 
data in a consolidated, very easy to read 
and digest view, and we enable differ-
ent users to set up different preferences 
or filters, so that if you’re a user in one 
business unit, for example, or a field su-
pervisor, when you log in, your personal-
ized dashboard gives you almost instant 

access to exactly the data that you need 
to see, which may be slightly different 
[from that of ] somebody in a different 
business unit,” says Wiener.

Seven Lakes’ software can extract 
data out of all the various platforms or 
source systems companies are already 
using and consolidate that data under 
one “hood” for consistent and consoli-
dated insight, he says.

And the user interface of its applica-
tions is incredibly easy to use, he adds. 
“There’s nearly no training required with 
our solution, which means that user 
adoption is usually just excellent with 
our products. It’s obvious after literally 
a glance from across the room at the 
screen you can see these look like the 
kinds of applications that people are 
accustomed to from their phones and 
their tablets and their PCs in their daily 
personal lives.”

With 70 employees and offices in Los 
Angeles, Houston and Bangalore, India, 
Seven Technologies provides oil and gas 
enterprise software that enables data 
analytics, enterprise mobility, collabora-
tive workflows and field data capture 
for production operations, drilling and 

 KEEP IT SIMPLE
Seven Lakes’ software can 
extract data from various 
platforms and source systems 
and consolidate it in one easy to 
read and digest view.
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employees to around 1,100 employees. 
Beebe estimates 250 of them are using 
Seven Lakes’ software. Integrating data 
and wells from many different com -
p anies has been a challenge, but Seven 
Lakes’ dashboards have helped, he says.

Al Abeyta, senior business systems 
analyst for Vanguard Natural Resources 
of Houston, has been using Data Cube, 
LOS dashboard and AFE workflow for 
two and a half years, and the company 
is still “getting its feet wet” with the pro-
duction portal after eight months.

“They built our data warehouse and 
infrastructure that allows us to manage 
our data from all business applications,” 
says Abeyta. “We love them. We couldn’t 
do what we do without them. We’re a big 
oil and gas acquisition company. We run 
lean as it is; we’re constantly looking for 
ways improve processes, and reporting 
is a big deal, so I couldn’t imagine us 
surviving without AFE workflow and LOS 
dashboard, for sure. There’s just no way 
we could function without those two 
applications.”

He, too, appreciates the software’s ease 
of use, and says the LOS dashboard is laid 
out exactly how Vanguard, a company with 
about 10,000 operated wells, wanted it. “It’s 
not just a generic LOS dashboard that the 
company rolls out to everybody and you 
just have to change and get used to it,” says 
Abeyta. “We were able to work with them 
to configure it the way we want it based on 
how we see our business.”

The software enables him to identify 
potential issues within a matter of seconds 
and then get results and additional analytics 
using other tools within a minute or two, he 
says, adding this is a huge time saver.

“Before, we were massaging data 
from all over the place,” he says. “It would 
take us a day, sometimes two or three 
days to get to [where we could] ask certain 
questions, so now we’re able to make 
smarter decisions, ask more relevant 
questions and dig down to the lowest 
level of detail, all within a few seconds.”

Based in Westlake Village, Calif., 
Seven Lakes has about 30 customers 
with as few as 40 or 50 wells and as many 
as 40,000 or 50,000 wells.

“In terms of market penetration that 
doesn’t sound like a terribly impressive 
number,” admits Wiener. “I will say, though, 
that about 10 per cent of all the wells in 
North America are managed or represented 
within Seven Lakes’ solutions.”

Seven Lakes has three broad cat-
egories of products: business intel-
ligence (BI), workflows and general 
business applications. Its most popular 
dashboards are within its BI unit, and 
they include production, downtime and 
expense dashboards like general and 
administrative, vendor spending and 
related sorts of things, he says.

The workflows category is designed 
to help drive higher-quality data so that 
the analytics and the BI products can be 
optimized. “We’ve learned over the years 
that no matter how good our dashboard 
products are, they’re always at the mercy 
of the online data,” Wiener adds.

Its well life cycle manager applica-
tion affords workflow enforcement 
throughout the lifespan of a well. 
Another product, AFE Workflow, helps 
businesses control costs by collecting 
all the data necessary for an authority-
for-expenditure and going through an 
approval workflow.

General business applications are de-
signed to improve analytics. “That really 
is our value proposition,” says Wiener.

One of the best-selling products 
in that category is called Field Data 
Gathering (FDG), a product that effect-
ively replaces the grease sheets used by 
pumpers, he says.

“These organizations all have pump-
ers who go out and visit wells each day to 
take different measurements and read-
ings from all the equipment in the field, 
and the industry for the most part unfor-
tunately is still [using] paper, called grease 
sheets. Our FDG application replaces that 

I NTE R N ET OF TH I NGS

with a mobile application that can run on 
any sort of a tablet or ruggedized laptop.

“[Pumpers] can take all their meas-
urements and readings within our 
product with a lot of data validation and 
cross-check to make sure that all the 
information they’re collecting makes 
sense. It will run in offline mode because 
in many cases when they are out in the 
field, there is no Internet connectivity, 
but then as soon as they’re back in a 3G 
or 4G area or they’ve got WiFi access, the 
application automatically uploads that 
data back to the computer system and 
then the information can feed into our 
production dashboard or other system 
the organization is using.”

One of the problems with using paper 
is it can take days for data to get into 
the computer system. Sometimes an 
operation will stop because something 
is broken, and the company may not 
even know about it for days. “Our FDG 
product helps them collect much better 
data in a much more timely fashion,” 
says Wiener. “Detecting or even predict-
ing downtime events is definitely one of 
the things that people tend to rave about 
with the Seven Lakes technologies.”

Often, companies without Seven 
Lakes’ technology in place will continue 
to run unprofitable wells for a long time 
before they realize they are unprofitable, 
says Wiener. “Our production and profit-
ability dashboards can assist with the 
well-review process, so maybe instead of 
waiting six months or a year after a well 
becomes unprofitable, they can either 
shut it in or sell it off. That’s definitely a 
way they can save a lot of money. Just that 
alone can typically pay for the cost of our 
dashboard product several times over.”

Recently Seven Lakes and Houston-
based Noah Consulting, which has an of-
fice in Calgary, joined forces so that Noah 
is now the exclusive partner for delivering 
Seven Lakes’ well life cycle manager ap-
plication. “We are information manage-
ment consultants, so we have a great deal 
of expertise in the oil and gas domain. 
They bring the tools and the applications, 
and we bring the process and the domain 
expertise,” says Amber Charboneau, 
Noah’s marketing manager.

 Lynda Harrison

CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
Sowmya Murthy, Seven Lakes Technologies
Tel: 805-242-4288 
Email: sowmya.murthy@sevenlakes.com
Amber Charboneau, Noah Consulting LLC
Tel: 832-689-8600 
Email: amber.charboneau@Noah-Consulting.comP
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B
etween 2005 and 2008, there were eight earth-
quakes registering magnitude 3.0 or greater in 
Oklahoma. In 2013, that number climbed to 109, 

and in 2014, to 584. By late November 2015, there were 
802 recorded by the Oklahoma Geological Survey—
more each day than were recorded each year in the 
earlier period—and the once quiet state had surpassed 
California as the most seismically active continental 
U.S. state. Increasingly, authorities have ordered a ces-
sation or reduction in injection rates of waste water in 
nearby wells as a result.

Similarly, the area around Fox Creek, Alta., north-
west of Edmonton, typically recorded one or two small 
quakes per year until recently, when increasing fre-
quent and intense seismic events have risen in tandem 
with hydraulic fracturing in the Duvernay Formation. 
There have been more than 160 earthquakes since 
2013, including two in 2015 of magnitude 4.4 that 
the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) has attributed to 

hydraulic fracturing, making them among the strong-
est ever to be connected to fracking.

And the B.C. Oil and Gas Commission in 2014 posi-
tively linked 231 seismic events over 14 months to the 
shale gas sector, with some causing damage to horizontal 
wellbores. In August 2014, a 4.4 magnitude earthquake 
was recorded in northeastern B.C. that the commission 
found was “triggered by fluid injection during hydraulic 
fracturing.” A year later, on Aug. 17, 2015, Progress Energy 
temporarily shut down multistage fracturing operations 
in the Montney shale when a magnitude 4.6 quake struck 
three kilometres from their well, in an area about 100 
kilometres northwest of Fort St. John, B.C.

In most cases, the increased seismic activity has 
coincided with the rise in shale gas and tight oil 
production, which require massive hydraulic fractur-
ing to release the hydrocarbons. But while hydraulic 
fracturing has sometimes been blamed, it is usually the 
large-scale injection of waste water—both the return to 

 SEISMIC ALERT ARRAY
MicroSeismic’s seismicity 
monitoring system allows 
operators to establish a 
baseline for naturally occurring 
seismicity prior to the start-up 
of injection activities. 
Monitoring over the life of the 
asset helps to demonstrate 
proactive stewardship of field 
operations.

PRODUCTION

Seismic technology key to reducing induced seismicity
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surface of water pumped for the frac and 
highly saline formation water—into deep 
formations that has been associated with 
induced seismicity.

SMALL NUMBERS
While waste-water-injection-related 
earthquakes may appear alarming, 
Peter Duncan, founder and co-chair of 
MicroSeismic, a Houston-based com-
pany specializing in hydraulic fracture 
stimulation surveillance and evaluation, 
points out that they still represent only 
a tiny fraction of wells in operation and 
that the technology exists to mitigate the 
risk—where it is used.

“Of some 150,000 wells injecting a 
couple of million barrels a day [of waste 
water] all over the U.S., you have only 
a handful of instances where there are 
earthquakes or induced seismicity that 
have been large enough to be felt,” he 
notes. “And if you are monitoring and 
you sense that the events are larger, you 
can shut the whole system down very 
readily. It is a pretty well understood en-
gineering process in that we can mitigate 
that risk by simply flowing back the well. 
And I would emphasize that regulations 
are coming in places that make sense [to 
enact them], and those have been fairly 
successful at mitigating the risks.”

Last February, the AER introduced 
seismic monitoring and reporting re-
quirements for operators in response to 
concerns over induced seismicity in the 
Fox Creek area. Similar to that enacted 
earlier in B.C., the AER adopted a traffic 
light protocol that sets thresholds for 
reporting seismic activity. Any events 
measuring a magnitude of 2.0 to 3.9 
must be reported, and companies must 
modify their operations to help prevent 
future events. Any event that measures 
4.0, the magnitude at which the quake 
is likely to be felt at the surface, prompts 
a shutdown of operations within a five- 
kilometre radius, regardless of whether 
or not they are considered the cause, until 
mitigation measures are agreed upon.

In Oklahoma, which remains largely 
unregulated, deep well disposal of waste 
water has been occurring for decades, 
and until recently, there was a reluctance 
to blame the booming unconventional 
oil and gas industry for the surge in 
earthquakes.

Companies that specialize in seismic 
technology, like MicroSeismic, which 
mostly monitors fracking operations 
to help companies improve their ef-
fectiveness, and Weir-Jones Group in 
Vancouver, which has specialized in 

monitoring natural earthquakes for 
decades, now offer induced seismicity 
monitoring specific to fracturing and 
water injection.

There are generally four factors that 
need to be in place for a large seismic 
event to be induced, says Duncan. 
“There has to be a pre-existing fault 
under a certain amount of stress; the 
fault has to be orientated in the right 
direction; it has to be deep enough that it 
can slip over a large area; and there has 
to be a sufficient amount of fluid under 
sufficient pressure going in but not 
escaping fast enough—if the fluid leaks 
off, the pressure goes away and the fault 
is not lubricated.

MicroSeismic’s passive seismic 
system, which can be incorporated in its 
BuriedArray system or used as a stand-
alone sparse array for real-time seismicity 
monitoring, will detect an increase in 
magnitude of events early on so that ac-
tion can be taken to forestall larger events. 
“We always see build-up of smaller events 
first, and when you see smaller events 
are getting larger, then if you reverse the 
pumping process you are going to remove 
the fluid from the fault and the tectonic 
forces shut it down again.”

Highly sensitive frac monitoring sys-
tems typically pick up events at around 
minus two on the Richter scale—roughly 
equivalent to the shock created by drop-
ping a can of pop on a cement floor from 
waist level, says Duncan. (Since modern 
seismographs can detect seismic waves 
smaller than those originally chosen for 
zero magnitude, the scale now measures 
earthquakes having negative magni-
tudes. Each number represents a tenfold 
difference in magnitude.)

Because felt seismic events are ex-
ponentially stronger, systems to monitor 
them require fewer ground stations and 
less data processing, and are therefore 
much cheaper to install and operate. “To 
put it into perspective, if we are putting 
in a BuriedArray [hydraulic fracture 
monitoring system] we will typically 
have two or three stations per square 
kilometre, whereas if you were putting 
in an array simply to look for the larger 
events, you can get away with one station 
every four or five kilometres.”

SEISMIC MONITORING EVOLUTION
In Canada, there may not be any com-
pany better suited to have come up with 
a cost-effective technology to monitor 
seismic events caused by fracking than 
Weir-Jones Group. That’s because the 
privately owned company, founded in 

1971 by Iain Weir-Jones, who remains 
its president, is widely known for its 
expertise in monitoring seismic events 
ranging from possible earthquakes to 
rockfalls to monitoring the integrity of 
nuclear power plants where seismic 
events might occur.

The origin of the company’s suite of 
technologies is systems developed to 
provide a warning system before a quake 
strikes and another that measures the 
structural integrity of buildings, bridges 
and other structures after a quake has hit.

A newer product, which it has 
started marketing in the last few 
months, is its QuakeMonitor system 
developed specifically for induced 
seismicity monitoring, working within 
the ranges of magnitudes applicable for 
frac monitoring and regulatory compli-
ance of 0.5 magnitude and larger. Given 
the controversy over seismic events 
caused by fracking, Weir-Jones says the 
new technology offers a cost-effective 
approach for producers to conduct 
ongoing monitoring of their wells.

He says QuakeMonitor is a low-
cost and highly effective solution for 
companies concerned about seismicity 
at their sites. The capital cost of installing 
one device is $8,500, while continuous 
monitoring, either by satellite or cellular 
technology, costs about $1,000 monthly. 
That compares to fracture mapping 
micro seismic systems that often run 
from $250,000 to $400,000, he says. “We 
can install the system in two hours or 
less,” he said. “Some of the other [com-
petitive] systems cost 10 times that to 
install and they amount to overkill.”

He said there was a time in the past 
when surface-based systems were not 
as reliable as higher cost technology 
installed inside a reservoir, “but the 
software and hardware [of his company’s 
surface-based system] has improved 
dramatically.”

The last few decades have seen a 
huge evolution in the technology that, 
with state-of-the-art digital recorders, 
triaxial downhole sensor packages and 
real-time data rendering, has created 
the ability to monitor geo-mechanical 
events to depths greater than 10,000 feet. 
A single station can now provide seismic 
magnitudes, event distance from the 
well and seismicity rates and report it to 
the operator in seconds, he says, while 
three or more stations can add location 
to reporting and reduce the chance of 
false alarms.

 Jim Bentein and Maurice Smith
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THE choice of which multistage fracturing 
techniques—such as using an open-hole 

or cased cemented completion—to apply to 
shale gas and tight oil wells has been con-
tested for years. Indeed, as a paper presented 
at the SPE Annual Technical Conference and 
Exhibition in Houston in September noted, 
“Debate continues regarding the advantages of 
open-hole versus cemented liner completions.”

While each system will no doubt continue 
to have its committed adherents, such factors 
as economics, formation characteristics and 
completion strategy are likely to affect an op-
erator’s choice as well. The influence of such 
considerations is increasing as technologies 
advance, along with bigger accumulations 
of historical data and a better understanding 
of shale plays. Over the years, a more finely 
tuned and educated decision making process 
has supplanted much of the guesswork of the 
early days of horizontal completions.

Completions across North America are 
typically more complex than they were just a 
few years ago, as wells get deeper, laterals get 
longer and the number of stages continues 
to climb. The average depth of wells drilled 
in western Canada, at 2,529 metres for the  
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Open-holeOr  
 CEMENTED LINER?
QUEST FOR THE BEST TECHNOLOGICAL 
FIT CONTINUES—WITH PLENTY OF 
EXPERIMENTATION
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first 10 months of 2015, is 13 per cent higher 
than the average of 2,247 metres a year ago, 
according to the Daily Oil Bulletin. In 2006, 
the average well depth in western Canada was 
just 1,199 metres. The number of stages is also 
way up, with the average in the Saskatchewan 
Bakken, for instance, which was just under 
seven in 2007, hitting 25 stages per well in 
2014, according to Canadian Discovery.

Companies providing tools and services 
for multistage fracture completions are offer-
ing a widening range of options to accommo-
date the sector’s growing complexity. Some 
service outfits that are mostly associated with 
one type of completion are applying their 
technologies to the other.

NCS Multistage, for example, long identi-
fied with cemented liner completions, has 
applied its coiled tubing, sliding sleeve–based 
Multistage Unlimited system to open-hole 
completions. 

Packers Plus, which pioneered open-hole 
completions in western Canada, has also 
applied its StackFRAC ball-drop technology, 
first designed for open-hole completions, to 
plug and perforation (plug and perf) with a 
cemented liner. The company now provides 
coiled tubing–supported completions and 
ball-drop technology for cemented wells as 
part of its product and service offering.

Operators today are sometimes opting 
for hybrid techniques or slightly unorthodox 

blends of technologies in their comple-
tions, says Tim Leshchyshyn, president of 
FracKnowledge Solutions. He identifies three 
main types of completion systems. Two of 
them, plug and perf and coiled tubing (CT), 
are associated with cemented wellbores. The 
third is with an open-hole liner and packer-
sleeve system. “Each system has its advan-
tages. Each will have some disadvantages,” 
Leshchyshyn says.

Plug and perf, he notes, is based on 
conventional technology for which some im-
provements have been made, and is an option 
for high-pressure fracturing in deeper zones 
that require high rates of pumping—10–12 
cubic metres per minute or more. Open-hole 
liner with a packer-sleeve system is a faster 
method for fracturing medium to deep zones 
and can offer maximum reservoir exposure by 
taking advantage of natural fractures. It is best 
when no post-frac re-entry activity is planned, 
as ball seats will probably have to be drilled 
out first. “If you want to do a very technical 
frac, you go for CT,” Leshchyshyn says.

CT systems are typically used at shallow 
to medium depths, he says, and the tech-
nical attributes of these systems enable easier 
monitoring of downhole events, “which 
helps you to do a good technical job.” The 
system requires full-bore internal diameter 
(ID) to operate, so it has the advantage of no 
preliminary drill-out requirement if post-frac 
re-entry activity is planned. Leshchyshyn 
adds that CT completion systems handle 
screen-outs well and can maintain circula-
tion, should they occur.

Leshchyshyn estimates that in 2012, in 
the U.S., where about half of all wells are 
drilled in Texas and the rest of oilpatch 
activity is spread across another 23 states, 
about 90 per cent of completions were plug 
and perf with cemented liners, leaving about 
10 per cent done with an open-hole system. 
In Canada, on the other hand, in the period 
2009-10, the ratios were reversed, with 
90 per cent of completions open-hole and 
about 10 per cent cemented.

What accounts for the difference? On both 
sides of the border, for much of the last 100 
years, wells were vertical with a cemented 
casing in place prior to completion. (Today, 
still, Leshchyshyn says, 99 per cent of vertical 
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 WELL-CHOSEN 
Economics, formation 
characteristics and 
completion strategy are 
increasingly deciding 
whether to choose an 
open-hole or cemented 
liner completion.

 REVERSAL OF FORTUNES
Initially targeted largely with 
open-hole completions, this 
reversed after 2008 when cased 
cemented completions came to 
dominate in the Viking Dodsland.

VIKING DODSLAND OPEN VS. CASED
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wells are cemented.) Then, as the focus 
on unconventional resources intensified, 
in deep, hot, high-pressure wells in Texas, 
plug-and-perf completions were performed 
on laterals that were seen as extensions of 
vertical wellbores.

But in Canada, the mindset at the start of 
the shale revolution was, “We’re stuck with 
some of the lowest permeability, so we have 
to innovate,” Leshchyshyn says.

Canadian service companies, among them 
Packers Plus, NCS and Trican, soon emerged 
with a range of solutions for successfully 
improving fracturing operations. One of the 
earliest innovations was the Packers Plus 
open-hole ball-drop system, which enabled 
operators to increase the number of stages on 
a cost-effective basis. “It was the downhole 
tool market that got the U.S. industry to look 
at Canada,” Leshchyshyn says.

The early lead in innovation of Packers Plus 
prompted many western Canada–based oper-
ators to opt for the company’s open-hole ap-
proach, and the company’s system soon had its 
competitors. In the Canadian Bakken, Packers’ 
open-hole completions helped unlock a tech-
nically challenging resource. The result was that 
in 2008, of 698 completions, 696 were open-hole, 
according to a chart from Canadian Discovery. 
In 2007, there had been a total of eight open-hole 
completions in the Canadian Bakken.

Besides the Canadian Bakken, the follow-
ing years saw increased multistage horizontal 
completions in other western plays, includ-
ing the Cardium and the Viking Dodsland. 
Although operators in all three plays first did 
multistage horizontal completions using the 
Packers Plus open-hole ball-drop, the quest 
for the ideal technological fit for play-specific 
conditions continued.

In 2008, of 38 completions in the Viking 
Dodsland, 35 were open-hole. But this largely 
reversed itself in 2009, and of 36 completions, 
only 10 were open-hole. Activity took off in the 
Viking play in 2010, when 364 completions were 
done, 310 with cased cemented wells. Cemented 
hole completions con tinued to predominate in 
the Viking Dodsland where, in 2014, the play’s 
busiest year, 1,291 completions were done with 
cemented liners and only 26 open-hole.

The shift from open-hole to cemented 
liner completions was more gradual in the 

Bakken, but by 2014, of 343 completions, 
only 23 were open-hole. The Canadian 
Bakken had its activity peak in 2010 with 513 
open-hole completions and 320 cemented 
liner ones.

Referring to plays like the Bakken and 
Viking, Leshchyshyn says, “Shallow formations 
can be very cost-sensitive, so a cemented liner 
tool and CT were a choice. CT cemented had a 
cost advantage over open-hole for these types 
of well. CT more accurately places the frac, 
uses less fluid and proppant.”

Cemented liner completions can also make 
adding extra stages simpler and less costly on 
a unit basis, as there’s no need to add packers. 
“With cemented liner, all your isolation is 
already there and your frac is punched through 
the cemented liner,” says Eric Schmelzl, vice-
president, strategic business at NCS.

He adds, “With a BHA [bottomhole assem-
bly] equipped with memory gauges, it allows 
us to identify when there is a lack of isolation 
between the frac stages.” With open-hole, he 
says, it can be harder to identify the problem 
with a frac.

In the Cardium, however, open-hole 
completion has remained the choice of most 
operators, while the number of cemented 
liner completions has fluctuated slightly. For 
each of the years 2011-14, the play saw over 
600 completions. Numbers of cemented com-
pletions for those years were, re spectively, 38, 
10, 20 and 50.

“It’s a balance of cost and production,” 
says Mike Seifert, a geologist and senior 
account executive at Canadian Discovery. 
“There has been some growth of cased but not 
much. With open-hole ball seat, a frac with 20 
stages is done in a day.”

Yangarra Resources is one company oper-
ating in the Cardium that is moving away from 
open-hole completions. “We found that there 
was no incremental production after 18 stages 
on a lateral,” says Jim Evaskevich, Yangarra 
president and chief executive officer.

The company opted for an NCS CT system 
with cemented liner. “We found we didn’t 
need as much horsepower, and it’s less cost 
although it takes a little longer. It’s easier 
to run the casing as there’s less jewelry in 
the hole. It’s less complex than ball-drop,” 
Evaskevich says.

With respect to open-hole versus 
cemented, some of the operators in the 
Montney seem headed in the opposite direc-
tion. “In 2013, we started experimenting with 
a Packers Plus system on individual wells and 
found production was much better,” says Pat 
Ward, president and chief executive officer of 
Painted Pony Petroleum. “Then in 2014, we 
started doing parallel wells beside each other. 
We fracked one well with 18 stages then did 
the next well right away. We got better results 
from each well than from doing them singly. 
The key is spacing, back-to-back fracs and 
keeping pressure.”

He says the company has seen costs drop 
from $8 million per well to $5.9 million per 
well at the same time as the company has 
boosted production and optimized its fractur-
ing operations. “For us, slick water with a high 
pump rate works best. We picked slick water 
based on studies,” he says.

“The best wells in the Cardium are open-
hole, according to the data, and we would 
advise open-hole even though we have a CT 
cemented cased system in Quadrant,” says 
Dan Themig, president and chief executive 
officer of Packers Plus.

He points to the paper presented at the 
recent SPE Annual Technical Conference and 
Exhibition that referred to the open-hole ver-
sus cemented debate. The paper is based on a 
study comparing the performance of the two 
systems across 30 single-lateral horizontal 
wells by an operator in the northern Montney 
gas play.

“Our data demonstrates that the benefits 
of open-hole completions relative to ce-
mented liner completions include an average 
25 per cent increase in IP 30 rates [initial pro-
duction 30-day average], an average increase 
from seven to 10 bcf in expected ultimate raw 
gas recovery per well, an average 13 per cent 
decrease in stimulation period costs, plus an 
average 36 per cent decrease in stimulation 
operating time [days], all on an unadjusted 
basis,” states the paper.

“Each technology has its applications,” 
Themig says. “The jury’s still out on the best 
place for each technology. There’s a lot ex-
perimentation in a lot of different plays.” 

 APPLICATION FLEXIBILITY
NCS Multistage’s Mongoose SFC tool. Long 
identified with cemented liner completions, 
the company has applied its coiled tubing 
sliding sleeve–based Multistage Unlimited 
system to open-hole completions.
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With Canada’s energy industry at a crossroads,  
we ponder the way forward
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PLEDGES MADE BY NEW GOVERNMENTS IN OTTAWA AND ALBERTA TO REDUCE THE 
PROVINCE’S AND CANADA’S GREENHOUSE GAS (GHG) EMISSIONS FOOTPRINT WILL SHIFT 
THE DIRECTION OF THE ENERGY INDUSTRY OVER THE NEXT 15 YEARS. THE WORLD WILL BE 

WATCHING AS THE INDUSTRY AND THE COUNTRY TRANSITION TO A CARBON-CONSTRAINED 
FUTURE. NEW TECHNOLOGY MAGAZINE ASKED SIX ENERGY THOUGHT LEADERS FOR THEIR 

RESPONSES TO THREE QUESTIONS ABOUT OUR ENERGY FUTURE. 

RICHARD 
ADAMSON,  
President, CMC 
Research Institutes

Adamson has facilitated the com-
mercialization of innovative tech-
nologies for three decades. He has 
overseen the transition of CMC (for-
merly Carbon Management Canada) 
from an early-stage research network 
to a not-for-profit accelerating 
the movement of technologies 
into industry-ready solutions. He 
assembled the national team that 
wrote the Canadian chapter of the 
international Deep Decarbonization 
Pathways Project.

MIKE HANNA,  
Managing director,  
Synergy Canada

Hanna has 35 years’ experience 
behind the scenes facilitating and 
training leaders, organizations and 
communities to grow strategies for 
working on complex interdisciplin-
ary issues. He believes balancing 
the social, economic and environ-
mental elements of situations often 
requires examining new and exist-
ing information from a different 
perspective to gain breakthrough 
insights.
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CHAD PARK,  
Executive director, The Natural 
Step Canada and director, 
the Energy Futures Lab

Park writes and delivers presentations 
on a wide range of sustainability and 
social innovation topics, including 
collaborating for systems change, 
sustainability-driven innovation, or-
ganizational change and sustainability 
leadership. In addition to leading the 
Sustainability Transition Lab, he plays 
key roles with the Future Fit Business 
Benchmark, Housing Action Lab and 
Natural Capital Lab.

SOHEIL ASGARPOUR,  
President, Petroleum 
Technology Alliance Canada

Asgarpour leads PTAC’s efforts to 
promote innovation and collabo-
ration in the hydrocarbon energy 
industry. He previously served as 
president of Innovative Oil & Gas 
Inc. and business leader of Oil 
Sands Development for the Alberta 
Department of Energy. He has pub-
lished over 40 articles in technology 
and business journals.

DAN WICKLUM,  
Chief executive,  
Canada’s Oil Sands  
Innovation Alliance

Wicklum oversees COSIA’s efforts 
to enable responsible and sustain-
able growth of the oilsands while 
delivering accelerated improvement 
in environmental performance 
through collaborative action and 
innovation. He has held senior posi-
tions for Environment Canada and 
Natural Resources Canada, and was 
a senior policy adviser to the federal 
minister of Natural Resources and 
the Government House Leader.

ROBERT FEDOSEJEVS,  
Professor of engineering,  
University of Alberta

Fedosejevs has over 40 years’ 
experi ence in the development of 
laser systems and their applica-
tions in fusion energy research, the 
generation of XUV and soft x-ray 
radiation for lithography applica-
tions, micromachining, thin film 
coatings and studies in ultrafast 
phenomena. He is a member of the 
Alberta Council of Technologies 
and the Alberta/Canada Fusion 
Energy Alliance.



1What is 
the biggest 
change 

in the energy 
industry that 
will come about 
in the next 10–15 
years in order 
to meet federal 
and provincial 
emissions targets? 
How will they 
affect the oil and 
gas sector in 
particular?

SOHEIL ASGARPOUR: Canada has 
the largest hydrocarbon de-
posits in the world, and over 
90 per cent of these are uncon-
ventional. They are among the 
most expensive to develop and 
produce globally. In addition, 
they have higher environmental 
impacts that add to their cost 
and have been an impediment 
to increasing access to the U.S. 
market. So what is the solution?

We need to use collaborative 
innovation to reduce develop-
ment and production costs and 
also reduce the environmental 
footprint. At PTAC, we have 
defied the conventional wis-
dom of economics that states 
there is a trade-off between 
financial and environmental 
performance. We have proven 
that we can reduce costs while 
reducing GHG emissions. 

I believe that in the next 15 
years, we will see an increase in 
the development of collab-
orative technologies that will 
ultimately result in significant 
reductions in both costs and 
GHG emissions.

CHAD PARK: The biggest chal-
lenge in the energy industry 
will be the changing market 
conditions being brought 
about by radical advances 
in new, low-carbon energy 
technology and infrastructure 
worldwide. To compete and 
remain relevant, Alberta’s oil 
and gas sector will need to 
make a big push on “decarbon-
izing” production, ideally mak-
ing the new 100-megatonne 
emissions cap for the oilsands 
almost inconsequential. Every 
dollar spent on innovation to 
reduce emissions will pay off 
in continued viability of assets 
and resources.

DAN WICKLUM: The biggest 
change in the energy industry 
is already under way: collab-
oration. In the oilsands sector, 
producers know that operat       - 
ing in Canada requires a high 
standard of environmental 
care. They are committed 
to meeting that expectation 
through the development of 
new and innovative technol-
ogies. Now, through COSIA, 
they are innovating together.

COSIA’s member com    - 
p anies are competitors when 
it comes to attracting capital, 
staffing and develop ing 
energy products. But when 
it comes to accelerating 

environmental performance 
improvement, they recognize 
that they can all make better 
progress by sharing technol-
ogy, information and ideas. 
You might be able to go more 
quickly over the very short 
term alone, but you can go 
much further together.

MIKE HANNA: Confronting the 
brutal facts, we as a species 
cannot afford to burn all 
known fossil fuel reserves. So 
optimizing which fossil fuel 
reserves are developed and 
where will likely become a 
dynamic geopolitical issue 
in the next 15 years. This 
process will be played out 
through economic and polit-
ical brinkmanship. Alberta’s 
oil and gas sector internation-
ally and at home rightly or 
wrongly has had its social 
licence threatened with sus-
pension. Getting the oil and 
gas industry’s social licence 
back domestically is the first 
hurdle. Alberta’s oil and gas 
sector needs to be a valued 
partner, not a liability, in the 
effort to reduce GHGs.

RICHARD ADAMSON: Major invest-
ment in variable renewables 
such as solar and wind (which 
is necessary under all scen-
arios) as well as increasing use 
of CO2 capture technologies 
from both power and other 
industrial sectors will both be 
in the cards. Capture is one of 
the few technologies that can 
bolt on to existing industrial 
processes and that is proven 
at full scale today. While the 

race is on toward cost reduc-
tion, technical feasibility is no 
longer in question. This will be 
the preferred path to extending 
the life of existing high-value 
legacy projects.

At the same time, enhanced 
oil recovery, or injection of CO2 
to produce oil from old plays, 
will become more desirable as 
the value of long-term storage 
of CO2 helps compensate for 
depressed oil prices.

On the oilsands front, the 
drive will be toward smaller-
scale, low-emissions modular 
production technologies as 
the risk associated with large 
capital/long payback projects 
is no longer acceptable.

ROBERT FEDOSEJEVS: One of the 
biggest changes in the next 
15 years will be a relentless, 
increasing pressure to move 
away from carbon-based en-
ergy systems. This will stimulate 
rapid deployment of alternative 
energy sources, such as renew-
ables, and increased scrutiny 
of emissions from all energy 
sources. Oil sources with the 
largest GHG footprint and that 
are furthest from the markets, 
such as those of Alberta, will be 
at risk of being the first to see 
reduced demand. 

At the same time, one fore-
front technology, fusion energy, 
will likely make breakthrough 
demonstrations of significant 
net energy production, both in 
the laser fusion experiments 
currently underway at the 
Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory in California and 
in the international magnetic 
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fusion project, ITER, being 
built in Cadarache, France. 
Once demonstrated scientif-
ically, these will be followed 
by the rapid development of 
demo reactors, with planning 
already under way today, 
and we could see the first fu-
sion power to the grid in the 
period of 2040-50 or sooner, 
especially if more resources 
are applied.

2     
Are there 
areas where 
Alberta 

has a natural 
advantage or 
could aim to 
become a world 
leader in the 
development of 
new technology 
solutions?

RICHARD ADAMSON: Some 
of the greatest near-term 

opportunities for Alberta will 
come from seizing the chal-
lenge of methane emissions 
monitoring, detection and 
mitigation. There is a great deal 
of opportunity for develop-
ment in this area, especially 
with understanding fugitive 
emissions methane from pro-
duction or abandoned wells, 
but also of volatiles from coal 
and oilsands mine faces.

Solutions to these chal leng es 
have global markets. Many of 
the worst culprits for venting 
and fugitive emissions are in 
countries that have less rigor-
ous regulatory regimes than 
ours. That will have to change, 
so by immediately addressing 
these issues Canada has an op-
portunity to supply solutions to 
developing areas of the world.

DAN WICKLUM:  The COSIA model 
is a world first, both in terms 
of structure and the amount 
of innovation it has enabled. 
Collaboration works. It speeds 
innovation and accelerates 
technology development. 
Demonstrating that very large 

companies can collaborate 
together and with third parties 
is a contribution to global 
knowledge on how to speed 
innovation. We are leading the 
world in understanding how 
collaboration works and using 
it to speed innovation. This will 
serve us very well over time.

The reality is that Alberta 
is already leading in develop-
ing new technology—we are 
strong in energy efficiency, 
water treatment, minimizing 
land disturbance and speed-
ing reclamation. At COSIA, 
we have staked out ground in 
the solution space to global 
climate change by launching 
the Carbon XPrize with a co-
funder. This XPrize is syner-
gistic with the Climate Change 
and Emissions Management 
Corporation (CCEMC) Grand 
Challenge, and offers a cash 
prize to innovators that can 
best change carbon, which 
is now seen as waste, into a 
valuable product. I find it very 
exciting to see Alberta leading 
the planet in this area of car-
bon conversion.

MIKE HANNA:  Alberta has highly 
productive wind, solar and 
biofuels sources—among 
the top ten in the world. We 
need to make these opportun-
ities viable economically and 
accommodate them within 
the regulatory structures, 
particularly the electrical 
energy system. Implementing 
feed-in tariffs that provide new 
energy sources access and 
stable prices for power sold 
into the electrical grid and 

removing regulatory barriers 
to distributed micro grids are 
essential first steps. If hydro-
carbons could be separated 
into hydrogen for fuel and 
carbon for building materials 
such as carbon-fibre materials, 
our fossil fuels would become 
sustainable assets.

ROBERT FEDOSEJEVS: Alberta has 
a large-scale need for clean 
thermal energy to extract 
underground oil reserves to 
make it competitive with world 
oil producers, particularly for 
moving from carbon-based 
fuels to carbon chemistry and 
other value-added applica-
tions. Fusion power plants 
could provide such heat, 
reducing the GHG footprint of 
Alberta oil. Another natural ad-
vantage is the knowledge base 
in our research institutions in the 
many areas required to pursue 
the development of fusion 
energy. These include advanced 
materials (from nano to macro), 
lasers and photonics, plasmas, 
large-scale modelling, controls, 
robotics and power systems.
The strong connections to other 
fusion energy research groups 
around the world can be lever-
aged in order to launch an ac-
celerated program of research 
and development within 
Alberta. Once a significant 
program is established to build 
a critical mass of expertise, the 
province could then position 
itself to be the home of the next   
generation laser fusion demo 
reactor engaging the significant 
engineering skills that already 
exist in the province. 

“ SOME OF THE GREATEST NEAR-
TERM OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
ALBERTA WILL COME FROM SEIZING 
THE CHALLENGE OF METHANE 
EMISSIONS MONITORING....”
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CHAD PARK: One of my favorite 
quotes amidst all the appli-
cants to the Energy Futures 
Lab Fellowship was on this 
topic and came from Justin 
Smith of the Calgary Chamber 
of Commerce. Justin said, 
“Alberta should be the place 
where the world’s energy 
future comes to audition.” I 
agree. A very wide range of new 
technology solutions could 
and should be developed and 
tested in Alberta.

With our tremendous re-
newable energy resources and 
the commitment to transition 
our electricity system off coal, 
Alberta should become a hot 
market for renewables. Our lack 
of provincial energy efficiency 
programs historically means 
there is a lot of low-hanging 
fruit on energy savings. A major 
push now on energy efficiency 
should create many opportun-
ities for new business models 
in commercial, industrial and 
residential markets and ample 
export opportunities.

Perhaps most significantly, 
with Alberta’s rich endowment 
of hydrocarbon resources, we 
have a clear economic interest 
in finding innovations that will 
allow these resources to be 
developed and used in a low-
emission future. I think Alberta 
should make a major focus on 
developing new technologies 
to convert CO2 into valuable 
products, as in the COSIA 
Carbon XPrize and CCEMC’s 
Grand Challenge. These tech-
nologies are exciting to me, 
partly because they challenge 
the notion that hydrocarbons 
are inherently unsustainable.

The way we produce and 
use hydrocarbons today clearly 
presents major sustainability 
challenges. But hydrogen and 
carbon molecules surely will 
have an important role to play 
in a sustainable future. Alberta 

should lead the way in develop-
ing the technologies that 
eliminate emissions from the 
use of hydrocarbons and allow 
them to play a role in a circular 
economy. It may seem like a 
moonshot, but breakthrough 
on these technologies would be 
transformational for Alberta.

SOHEIL ASGARPOUR: Alberta has a 
strong infrastructure to provide 
solutions through innovation. 
While innovation without 
collaboration is possible, it 
is often a bumpy, costly and 
difficult road. An example 
of an existing infrastructure 
for developing collaborative 
technology is PTAC. Over the 
past two decades, we at PTAC 
have developed a unique in-
novation ecosystem with over 
190 diverse organizations: 
producers, federal and provin-
cial governments, regulatory 
bodies, technology providers, 
academic institutions, service 
and supply companies, invent-
ors and transporters. We have 
formed numerous networks to 
articulate challenges and iden-
tify technology solutions and 
have launched hundreds of 
consortia that have taken con-
ceptual technology solutions 
all the way to field demonstra-
tion and commercialization. 

An example of such a 
project that has addressed 
environmental issues while 
increasing corporate profit-
ability is REMVue Slipstream 
Technology, which captures 
vented light hydrocarbons 
from oil tanks, condensate 
tanks and other instrumenta-
tion and uses it as fuel in the 
field. Hundreds of Slipstream 
units are currently operational, 
generating $15 million/year 
from the engine fuel displaced. 
At the same time, the carbon 
offset of the technology thus 
far is equal to taking 150,000 

cars off the road annually. 
Should these units be fully 
implemented across industry 
operations, the carbon offset 
would be equal to taking 
1.6 million cars off the road 
annually while generating 
$160 million/year from engine 
fuel displacement. This is 
simply one of over 450 PTAC 
projects completed to date.

3  
What are 
the biggest 
barriers 

to innovation? 
How can they 
be overcome?

CHAD PARK: Price signals were 
certainly a very big one. The 
new provincial climate policies 
will help create more financial 
incentive for innovation.

I also think that the struc-
ture of Alberta’s innovation 
system is a barrier. Innovation 
is not a linear process, as our 
institutions seem to suggest—
where research and develop-
ment happens at one end and 
commercialized products 
come out the other. Instead, 
innovation comes from the 
unpredictable blending of 
people, ideas and resources. 
We have pockets of this kind of 
ecosystem approach to innova-
tion in the province, but I think 
we must be far more deliberate 
in building an innovation eco-
system where researchers and 
innovators in a range of fields 
interact with more intention, 
“backcasting” from a clear set 
of desired principle-based 
breakthrough outcomes. 

Social innovation is often 
the missing piece. The cultural 
landscape shapes and reflects 
the public imagination and 

creates the boundary condi-
tions for innovation. Other 
jurisdictions have done a far 
better job of linking social, 
technological and financial 
innovation, and there is great 
potential in this for Alberta.

RICHARD ADAMSON: At present we 
frame issues in terms of renew-
ables versus non-renewables. 
That is using language from 
an earlier crisis—oil shortages 
of the 1970s—to address the 
much different issue of climate 
change mitigation. 

Language matters. It 
will shape the solutions we 
consider and may cause bias 
against useful, innovative and 
cost-effective options.

To build policy that sup-
ports innovation we should 
take care to frame it in terms 
of the desired outcomes: How 
do we reduce GHG emissions? 
When we frame policy in 
terms of renewable portfolio 
standards, which are quite 
popular in the U.S., then we 
create a barrier to, for example, 
a new device that may convert 
natural gas to electricity and 
produce carbon-based build-
ing blocks rather than GHGs.

ROBERT FEDOSEJEVS: One major 
barrier to innovation is the 
lack of a realistic assessment of 
the mix of total energy sources 
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that will be required in order 
to achieve a net zero carbon 
energy economy this century. 
This has led to complacency 
in the development of really 
innovative energy technol-
ogies. While renewable sources 
can serve a significant role and 
be deployed in less densely 
populated regions of the world, 
there will still be a large need 
for central base-station power 
plants for heavy industry, for 
production of transportation 
fuel, for desalination and to 
power the hundred megacities 
of population 10 million to 
100 million in the future.

Fusion energy offers one of 
the only sustainable, environ-
mentally acceptable sources to 
fill this need. The other barrier 
is a lack of the high level of 
investment required to support 
the development of innova-
tive rather than incremental 
energy solutions. The power 
industry falls way behind other 
technology sectors in terms of 

fraction of net profits reinvested 
in innovative research and de-
velopment. Ideas, such as laser 
fusion energy, which already 
have a number of potentially 
viable options to pursue, are 
advancing at a limited pace 
today but could be accelerated 
significantly if funding were in-
creased dramatically. If Alberta 
wants to be an energy leader in 
the future, it should start invest-
ing significantly in such future 
game-changing technologies.

SOHEIL ASGARPOUR: Small- and 
medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs) play a major role in 
innovation and technology 
development in our indus-
try; however, they face major 
challenges in terms of securing 
funding and sites for field 
testing technologies. PTAC 
provides up to 15 per cent of 
the cost of each project in seed 
money, with no expectation on 
IP ownership or future revenue 
from the project. This approach 
has enabled us to act as a 
neutral facilitator to negotiate 
IP ownership between funders 
and SMEs. Currently, we are 
also working with Venture 
Capitals to provide additional 
sources of funding to our SME 
partners. Since PTAC’s projects 
go through extensive review 
prior to producers agreeing to 
provide funding and test sites, 
Venture Capitals believe that 
by providing funding to PTAC 
projects, they can reduce their 
investment risk.

MIKE HANNA: From IBM research 
(2010) of 1,000 leading trans-
national chief executive 
officers, corporate culture and 
changing mindsets and at-
titudes were by far the top two 
challenges. Three challenges 
were closely grouped in ranked 
order: complexity is underesti-
mated, shortage of resources 
and lack of higher manage-
ment commitment. How are 
these overcome? The right in-
vestment for the right impact, 
real insights and actions, better 
skills and change, and solid 
methods and benefits were the 
key elements for success.

There are no technical silver 
bullets to save the day. Just the 
high cost of doing nothing or 
business as usual. Leadership, 
employee engagement and 
honest timely communication 
are prerequisites for suc-
cessful change. How do we 
become price setters that sell 
value-added renewable energy 
solutions in a world addicted 
to fossil fuels?

DAN WICKLUM:  The world is 
changing quickly. There is 
more information avail-
able than ever before. A big 
challenge is wading through 
information and understand-
ing what is important and 
what is not. Doing this with 
other people or organizations 
in a collaborative way makes 
it even more complex. So I 
would say a barrier—or maybe 
more a great opportunity—is to 

continue to develop and refine 
mechanisms where people 
and organizations can work 
together. The more people you 
have working on an innova-
tion problem the better, but 
getting them to work efficiently 
together and to focus is the 
difficult part. A key part of 
the solution is to articulate as 
clearly as possible what you are 
trying to accomplish. It takes 
time, but the more clearly you 
can define the problems you 
are trying to solve, the greater 
the chance of success.

COSIA’s members have 
begun to share their innova-
tion needs publicly through 
our 13 Challenges. The COSIA 
Challenges were developed to 
provide focused, actionable 
descriptions of the innovation 
gaps as well as the desired 
outcomes without prescrib-
ing the means for reaching the 
outcomes, so as not to limit 
potential solutions. One of the 
most innovative aspects of the 
Challenges is that they have 
been written in such a way that 
innovators without any know-
ledge of the oilsands industry 
can understand them. Better 
collaboration mechanisms 
and better technical problem 
defini tions are ways we can 
speed innovation.  

Online exclusive
For their responses to a fourth 
question, and the responses 
from Zhihong (John) Zhou, chief 
technical officer, Alberta Innovates - 
Energy and Environment Solutions, 
go to the New Technology Magazine 
website, newtechmagazine.com. 
The fourth question is: The Energy 
Futures Lab asked, “How can 
Alberta’s strengths in today’s energy 
system serve as a platform for the 
transition to the energy system that 
the future requires of us?” How 
would you answer that question?

“ INNOVATION COMES FROM THE UNPREDICTABLE 
BLENDING OF PEOPLE, IDEAS AND RESOURCES.”
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Canada’s oilpatch is 
taking it on the chin. 
Recently, the Canadian 

Association of Oilwell Drilling 
Contractors (CAODC) announced 
that it expects only 4,728 wells 
to be completed in 2016, less 
than half the long-term average. 
Not surprisingly, oil companies 
that are still drilling want to get 
maximum bang for the buck and 
are asking service companies to 
not only lower their day rates, 
but also to deliver wells faster, 
more efficiently and with greater 
profitability. “The big value is in 
increasing the net present value 
[NPV] and estimated ultimate re-
covery [EUR],” says David Browne, 
director, marketing and commu-
nity relations, for Calgary-based 
Trican Well Service.

Ironically, the downturn has 
had a positive effect on the adop-
tion of innovative technologies. 
“In the last several years, many 
operators have been too busy to 
stop and look at ways to en-
hance their hydraulic fracturing 
methods; if something worked 
for them, they didn’t have time 
to examine alternatives,” says 
Browne. “Now, they have more 

opportunities to look at other 
technologies and examine ways 
of improving their entire process. 
Rigs are now more adapted to 
horizontal wells, and drillers 
are becoming better and better; 
what used to take three weeks 
now takes one week. Completion 
technologies, such as ball drops, 
are much more effective.” 

But some of the simplest com-
ponents of fracture stimulation, 
proppants (the material used to 
prop open the spaces created 
by hydraulic fracturing) and the 
fluids that carry them to their 
destination may offer some of the 
best bargains. “The innovations 
we are seeing in proppant tech-
nologies are also saving money 
and adding value,” says Browne.

Although some proppants are 
man-made from ceramics, the 
vast majority are natural silica, 
sculpted by glacial erosion into 
tiny, smooth spheres. Service 
companies mix the proppant 
with liquids and inject it at high 
pressure into a tight formation, 
overpowering the internal pres-
sure and causing the reservoir to 
shatter into a highly permeable 
network of cracks. The proppant 

settles into the cracks and pre-
vents them from reclosing. Once 
the stimulation is complete, the 
frac fluid is flushed out so that 
oil and gas can flow in large 
quantities into the wellbore and 
thus to surface.

In the first generation of hy-
draulic fracturing employed in the 
Barnett shales of Texas, the liquid 
was primarily water (with some 
viscosity-reducing additives), and 
the proppant was finely sieved 
silica sand. Operators worked 
closely with service companies to 
find the optimal mix of proppant, 
pressure, fluids and additives to 
produce sufficient oil and gas to 
earn a profit. Each subsequent 
shale or tight sand reservoir, 
from the Bakken and Marcellus 
to the Montney, Cardium and 
Duvernary, had its own special 
needs, and those companies that 
found the best blend tended to 
keep it under close guard.

The basic system has sig-
nificant drawbacks, however, 
including the use of high volumes 
of fresh water, relatively little 
control over the pattern and dir-
ection of the crack networks, and 
clogging of the reservoir as the 

NO STONE 
UNTURNED

Low-price environment prompts development  
of advanced proppants

BY GORDON COPE

proppant and additives chemi-
cally decompose. In addition, 
early generation frac technology 
was hit-and-miss; typically, only 
25–33 per cent of fracture stages 
were as productive as designed, 
meaning that a minority of the 
reservoir was being effectively 
drained. “Most unconventional 
shale in North America has an es-
timated ultimate recovery of less 
than 10 per cent,” says Michael 
O’Neill, founder and chief execu-
tive officer of Preferred Sands.

Last, but not least, was the 
expense: the hydraulic fractur-
ing phase could easily surpass 
the cost of drilling the hole. As 
long as the price of oil and gas 
remained sufficiently high, such 
imperfections could be ignored. 
No longer. As well completions 
drop, explorers are struggling to 
maintain production levels in the 
face of massive declines (initial 
production in a shale well can tail P
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off by 70 per cent in the first year). 
Not only are horizontal drilling 
expenses being slashed through 
an array of advanced technologies 
(like automated drilling and pad 
drilling), completion specialists 
are seeking out a variety of ways to 
reduce costs, increase production 
and improve NPV and EUR for 
each well.

FRAC FLUIDS
The volume of frac fluid used in 
a major stimulation can easily 
exceed five million litres. Most 
of the fluid is fresh water, which 
amounts to about 90 per cent 
of the frac fluid. If an operator 
wishes to create large dominant 
fractures in the reservoir, they 
use a high-viscosity frac fluid. 
Materials such as guar gum and 
other thickeners are mixed at sur-
face to create a thick fluid capable 
of suspending large volumes of 
proppant at lower pump rates. 
Other chemicals are added to 
break down the gel and allow it to 
flow back to surface after the frac 
is completed.

If an operator is looking to 
create a pattern of very small 
fractures in the reservoir, then 
viscosity-reduction compounds 
such as polyacrylamide are added 
to create slick water. The lower-
viscosity fluid can be pumped at 
higher rates—100 bbls/min versus 
60 bbls/min—and carry more of 
the proppant much farther into the 
fracture zone. Generally, slick water 
uses fewer chemicals and is less 
expensive, so engineers strive to 
incorporate it as much as possible. 

PROPPANTS
Proppants are typically made of 
spherical silica sand grains or tiny 
ceramic beads approximately 
one-half millimetre in diameter. 
They comprise about nine per 
cent of the frac fluid and can 
exceed 500,000 pounds per well. 
There are several key factors to 
keep in mind when choosing a 
proppant. The smaller the size, 

the longer the proppant stays 
in suspension, thus assuring it 
reaches the very limits of the frac-
ture. Larger-sized proppants allow 
greater conductivity (the ability of 
gas and oil to flow freely), as does 
higher sphericity (roundness). The 
material must be strong enough to 
resist crushing by the surround-
ing rock.

Carbo Ceramics offers 
KRYPTOSPHERE, a high-density 
proppant. The engineered material, 
made of ceramic, was originally 
designed to meet the extremely 
high pressures encountered in 
deep wells in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Each grain is highly spherical 
and mono-sized and features a 
smooth surface. Capable of with-
standing pressures up to 20,000 
pounds per square inch, the 
proppant creates uniform pore 
throats that maximize available 
flow space and minimize fines 
trapping. It is less corrosive to well 
equipment, reducing failures in 
downhole tools. The company 
notes that the material offers more 
long-term conductivity, more pro-
duction and increased EUR and 
superior internal rate of return.

Sand is about one-quarter the 
price of ceramics, however, and 
is used in about 90 per cent of 
fracs. Several service com panies 
are using proppant coatings 
to increase its effectiveness. 
Preferred Sands has extensive 
experience in Canada in the 
Montney, Viking and Horn River 
plays. The company has devel-
oped FloPro PTT (PTT stands for 
proppant transport technology) 
for use in gel fracs. Sand is coated 
with a hydrophobic material prior 
to mixing. The coating signifi-
cantly reduces pumping time and 
increases flowback, allowing for 
greater fracture permeability.

In field tests in the Mississippi 
Lime Formation, operators re-
duced pumping time by approxi-
mately 20 per cent. According to 
the company, third-party testing 
has shown that, compared to 

 BUOYANCY BOOST
Trican’s MVP Frac proppant incorporates a gasphilic coating that attracts gaseous 
phases in the fluid, giving each grain the buoyancy it needs to be distributed more 
effectively into the fracture network. 

 MINING SAND
Most proppant sand is mined in quarries at near-surface deposits.

untreated white sand, FloPRO 
PTT maximized frac volume by 
improving proppant transport by 
approximately 40 per cent and 
increased hydrocarbon flow rate 
by approximately 75 per cent.

Fairmount Santrol has devised 
Propel SSP, a self-suspended prop-
pant that is touted to maximize 
fracture penetration. A sand grain 
is pre-coated with a polymer prior 
to mixing. When the grain comes 
in contact with water, the polymer 
swells into a hydrogel layer three 
times the size of the grain, effect
ively reducing the specific gravity 
by half and lowering the grain’s 
surface friction. This allows the 

grain to “float” much farther into 
the fracture network. The process 
eliminates the need for water 
sweeps, significantly reducing 
water needs and pumping time. 
The company notes that some 
operators in initial field trials are 
recording hydrocarbon produc-
tion increases of greater than 
50 per cent within six months.

Trican Well Service recently 
introduced a new process into their 
MVP Frac treatment (MVP stands 
for maximum volumes placed). 
MVP Frac modifies natural frac 
sand, creating a gasphilic coating 
that attracts gaseous phases in the 
fluid. A thin layer of nitrogen or P
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air attaches itself to the proppant, 
giving each grain the buoyancy it 
needs for superior transportation 
and distribution in the fracture.

“We used to add it to the frac 
water in the sand blender tub, and 
since it has an affinity for sand, it 
sticks to it,” says Browne. “What is 
new is that we are now spraying 
the chemical on when the prop-
pant is dry. The advantage to the 
latter method is that you use a 
lot less chemical; it sticks better. 
The sprayed-on chemical is also 
compatible with other additives, 
and isn’t neutralized by them.”

To date, the new MVP Frac 
coating method has been de-
ployed in more than 530 stages in 
Canada and over 140 stages in the 
U.S. Clients are coy about discuss-
ing its effectiveness, but Trican 
has compared Cardium wells 
using information gleaned from 
public sources and has calculated 
that over an eight month period, 
MVP Frac’d wells returned an 
average cumulative production 
per well of 27,209 barrels of oil 
equivalent, compared to 16,459 
with conventional slick water—an 
increase of 65 per cent.

MONITORING
The performance of hydraulic 
fracturing can be improved 
through various means, including 
more comprehensive monitoring. 
Traditionally, hydraulic fracturing 
has been scrutinized at surface. 
Pressure and flow rates during vari-
ous stages of the process can tell 

engineers the approximate length, 
width and conductivity of a frac.

But earlier-generation moni-
toring still missed a great deal of 
information. Newer monitoring 
technologies include fibre optics 
(the cable is installed outside the 
casing and measures temperature, 
revealing how much fluid is enter-
ing which stage of the frac), micro-
seismic (geophones are installed 
in nearby wellbores and gauge 
the advance of a frac through 
associated microvibration), and 
radioactive tracing.

In the latter technique, 
isotopes such as Iridium-192 are 
bonded to proppants and mixed 
into the frac fluid. Their displace-
ment into the frac can be moni-
tored using a gamma log.

Carbo Ceramics markets 
the CARBONRT ULTRA inert 
tracer technology to monitor 
near-wellbore proppant location 
and quantity. The proprietary 
tracer component is mixed with 
sand proppant prior to injection. 
The tracer is then directly detected 
during a standard neutron log 
run. By varying perforation 
clusters and stage spacing, the 
operator can use the gathered 
data to determine the optimum 
stimulation process.

If a reservoir section is under-
performing, the operator can 
determine whether the poor out-
put is due to a barren section or 
a poor stimulation. Finally, since 
the tracer does not deteriorate, 
subsequent logs can be run years 

later in order to identify restimula-
tion prospects.

In order for operators to 
optimize production, the large 
amounts of data generated by 
various monitoring technol-
ogies need to be integrated and 
analyzed. Several companies offer 
interpretation software; Carbo 
Ceramics has developed the 
WELLWORX suite of applications.

The application uses multi-
well, data-driven linear and 
neural network analysis tech-
niques to optimize the critical 
drilling, fracturing and comple-
tion parameters. The software 
creates a unique index of key 
completion indicators for each 
reservoir that allows simula-
tion of fracture, completion and 
production profiles for each well. 
The operator can then establish 
cause-and-effect relationships. 
Although the software can be used 
on any tight reservoir, Carbo has 
developed customized packages 
for the Bakken and Eagle Ford 
formations. The company notes 
that the software lowers costs, 
increases completion efficiency, 
identifies cost-effective design 
modifications and increases 
return on investment.

THE FUTURE
There are several trends that are 
shaping both current and future 
hydraulic fracturing practices. Fluid 
additives, some of which are car-
cinogenic, have been supplanted 
by benign organic compounds. 

The use of large volumes of water is 
being replaced by a variety of gases, 
foams and solvents. Flowback 
water is increasingly being recycled 
and reused.

Worker safety is also being 
addressed. Tiny particles of silica 
generated during the handling of 
sand can settle in the lungs and 
cause respiratory complications. 
Working with Dow Chemical, 
Preferred Sand has developed 
DustPRO, a patented chemical 
that alleviates the creation of silica 
flour at all transfer points. 

“In addition to employee 
health and safety benefits, 
DustPRO provides significant 
cost savings through a reduction 
in non-productive time and less 
wear and tear on frac equipment,” 
says O’Neill. “Operators have 
reported average savings of about 
$45,000 per pad.” 

Proppants will also see 
changes. “The goal in a frac is to 
place the proppant as high and 
deep as possible, and traditional-
ly, that’s been done by modifying 
the fluid for greater viscosity and 
carrying power,” says Browne. 
“We are the first to modify the 
proppant instead of the fluid, 
and I predict that will become 
a trend. We are already seeing 
competitors trying to copy us.”

And, as always, op-
erators will test boundaries. 
Companies are discovering 
that by simply increasing the 
amount of sand used as prop-
pant, well prod uctivity can be 
significantly enhanced. WPX 
Energy, based in Oklahoma, 
started increasing the amount 
of sand used in a well from an 
industry standard of 500,000 
pounds to six million pounds.

Because the cost of sand is a 
minor component, WPX was still 
able to reduce overall well costs by 
30 per cent while increasing EURs. 
They are now testing 10-million-
pound fracs. “Increasing the 
stimulation size is about pursuing 
additional upside for our EURs,” 
said Rick Muncrief, WPX presi-
dent and chief executive officer. 
“The collaboration we’re seeing 
from service providers makes this 
the perfect time to proceed.” 
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P
lasma is the most common state of ordinary matter 
in the universe, observable in neon lamps, welding 
arcs, St. Elmo’s fire and, perhaps most notably, the 

sun, which shines due to intense heat and pressure that 
ionizes gas to a point at which the energy frees electrons 
from hydrogen and helium atoms. Energizing gas 
into plasma is also part of a new and environmentally 
friendly technology used to obtain sustained higher 
productivity for oil and gas producers.

“It is a high-energy electrical discharge of cap     ac i-
tated, stored energy in the tool, in which the power is 
achieved from the surface into the tool through wireline 
or e-line delivery,” says Ken Stankievech, president and 
chief executive officer at Technovita Technologies. “It 
does not require a lot of power on surface. In fact, while 
the energy delivered at the source of pulse creation is 
very high, it is only for a nanosecond.”

Plasma pulse technology creates an electric arc be-
tween two electrodes, which very briefly discharges ap-
proximately 20,000 volts within the formation, emitting 
a high-speed hydraulic impulse wave strong enough to 
remove any clogged sedimentation from the perforation 
zone, and moving far into the formation without causing 
damage to downhole infrastructure.

The resonance vibrations can clean filtration chan-
nels and even create new ones within a 1,500-metre 
radius of the initial pulse, clearing away paraffins, 
asphaltene, scales and other materials. Placed opposite 
the perforated interval, crews initiate a metallic conductor 
discharge that forms the plasma pulse and accompany-
ing compression wave. A well can be treated and put 
back into service within 24 hours.

Stankievech says: “If it is on surface, you can actu-
ally see a flash. But when done in the fluid of the  

 SHOCK TREATMENT
Novas Energy’s plasma pulse 
technology uses a high-energy 
electrical discharge of 
capacitated, stored energy to 
emit a high-speed hydraulic 
impulse wave into the formation 
to increase oil recovery.

ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY

Joint venture takes Russian technology into Canadian oilfield
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wellbore, then a gas bubble is created 
at a very intense pressure level—about 
1.5 gigajoules for an instant—regulated 
at the absolute perfect location that we 
measure through logging to be in align-
ment with the perforation zone.”

As the plasma cools, the formation 
pressure forces sedimentation to flow into 
the well’s sump, and the shockwave can 
be altered into flexible volume oscillations 
from the surface. With proper conveyance 
techniques, the technology is applicable 
to vertical, deviated and horizontal wells. 
“We have managed extensive laboratory 
testing to show that we are far below any 
threshold of destructive damage to any 
component of a well completion.”

In October, Propell Technologies 
Group, the U.S. provider of this Russian 
enhanced oil recovery method, launched 
its joint venture between wholly-owned 
subsidiary Novas Energy USA, along with 
Calgary-based Technovita, the Canadian 
provider, to form Novas Energy North 
America, for which Stankievech serves as 
chief executive officer, and which has the 
exclusive rights to deliver well treatment 
for North America using the patented 
plasma pulse technology.

“We now have a large inventory of 
tools in Canada and the [U.S.]. Novas 
Energy already has customers under 
contract for Canada and the [U.S. and] we 
are very excited with our planned treat-
ment programs throughout Alberta and 
Saskatchewan,” he says. “This next year, 
2016, will be a very busy year for us.”

NOVAS TECHNOLOGY COMES TO CANADA
With over 35 years experience in 
ma terials engineering and testing in 
Calgary, Stankievech spent about a dec-
ade in Russia working with Gazprom, 
where he was introduced to the plasma 
pulse technology via Skolkovo, a large 
research and development group fo-
cused on energy. In 2013, he invested in 
Novas Moscow to attain part ownership 
in its intellectual property.

“There are so many great areas of 
science which have been developed 
in Russia, but the problem is [the 
Russians] have struggled in the com-
mercialization of their world-class 
technologies,” Stankievech says, adding 
North America’s oilpatch by contrast is 
very well equipped to manufacture and 
roll out new technologies domestically 
and abroad.

“My goal with my colleagues in 
Moscow is to use the Canadian [entity] as 
the springboard to take this technology 

beyond the excellent early development 
that has been done in Russia, the Middle 
East, China and South America.”

The joint venture recently treated its 
first Canadian well with the proprietary 
plasma pulse technology—a Petromin 
production well in the Grand Rapids 
Formation near Cold Lake, Alta.

“We believe the technology has 
incredible potential, and we are now 
engaging Novas Energy in the treatment 
of additional Canadian assets,” says Ross 
Gorell, president and chief executive of-
ficer at Petromin. He adds the excellent 
results of this new technology demon-
strate both its economics and the profes-
sional services provided by Novas.

Completed in 2005, the Petromin 
well’s production levels initially averaged 
11 cubic metres per day, but had fallen 
to less than half a cubic metre per day 
over the past decade. On October 29, 
after less than six hours of treatment, 
the well immediately increased its flow 
and bottomhole pressure levels and 
improved its production level to between 
12 and 13 cubic metres per day.

On December 1, production levels 
stabilized to what they were at the time 
of initial completion 10 years prior. 
Stankievech says: “A year ago, I would 
have said that we are not ready to pro-
vide our treatments with heavy oil in the 
unconsolidated sands.

“If we had a ‘sweet spot’ area it would 
have been in the tighter permeability 
geologies of the dolomite, carbonate 
and potentially the very tight shale 
formations. However, after our recent 
successes in the Cold Lake area we have 
now broadened that to include a big part 
of Alberta and Saskatchewan’s oil assets. 
This pilot work was challenging for the 
company, but I felt it was worthy of risk.”

He adds: “If we are going to do work 
in western Canada, then we better be 
able to treat or have some sort of impact 
in the heavy oil and in the unconsoli-
dated sands.”

While still fairly new to Canada, crews 
have thus far treated about 60 U.S. wells 
with plasma pulse, and the Society of 
Petroleum Engineers recently published 
a study demonstrating how the technol-
ogy improved productivity on a Middle 
Eastern Kuwait Oil Company well.

“In some of our own experiments, 
through microseismic activity we have 
seen that we have actually had stimula-
tion taking place in neighbouring wells 
1.5 kilometres away from the well being 
treated,” Stankievech says.

PLASMA PULSE NEEDS SOME PRESSURE
Plasma pulse technology “cannot resur-
rect the dead,” according to Stankievech. 
For it to work there must be at least some 
bottomhole pressure in the reservoir.

“If there is no back pressure, then the 
well is not a candidate for treatment. We 
have had some results when we treated 
a well with low bottomhole pressure, 
because we opened up some new zones, 
but that is a rarity. Therefore, we look for 
minimum pressure levels in the well so 
that there is positive pressure to assist 
in the reduction of the skin factor and 
improvement in the overall stimulation 
of the selected pay zone.”

In Canada and the U.S. over the past 
12 months, Novas Energy has trained 
over 20 geologists and petroleum en-
gineers, along with data management 
experts, who can look at customers’ 
assets and recommend which wells are 
optimal candidates for plasma pulse 
treatments. “In Canada, with the use of 
AccuMap and GeoSCOUT, we can zero in 
on the clients’ assets that are best suited 
for our technology,” Stankievech says.

The current generation of plasma 
pulse tools has treated over 400 wells, 
Stankievech adds, but there are a num-
ber of features the company is develop-
ing in its next generation tools. Scientists 
and engineers are working on real-time 
feedback features that will provide Novas 
Energy valuable additional information 
downhole with the various impacts of 
the technology.

“We are adding intelligence into our 
tools specific to real-time feedback of the 
treatment area such as pressure, tem-
perature and precise location, without 
having to rely on typical downhole log-
ging tools today that need to be run prior 
to our treatments.”

Novas Energy recently opened a 
service centre in Calgary and is working 
with an Edmonton-area partner to roll 
out a plasma pulse manufacturing facil-
ity in 2016. According to Stankievech, 
the joint venture is also finalizing its 
Canadian patents, which will accom-
pany those already held in the U.S. and 
internationally, bringing to the world 
this Russian-designed technology and 
harnessing the power of plasma creation 
to enhance oil recovery.

 Carter Haydu

CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
Lee Primeau, Novas Energy 
Tel: 587-955-6802 
Email: lprimeau@novasenergy.ca
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If your industry news is coming from a live news feed or from 
content aggregators, it’s probably common knowledge.

The Daily Oil Bulletin (DOB) provides in-depth, original content and 
energy intelligence that gives you a competitive edge, including:

Choose from daily 
or monthly emails

Morning briefing

Breaking news alert

Noon-hour 
today’s highlights

Monthly LNG Bulletin
Exclusive 
reports

Project 
leads

Extensive 
databases

INFORMATION THAT GIVES YOU AN EDGE
start a trial now on dailyoilbulletin.com/freetrial

BREAKING NEWS not all news 
sources are equal

http://dailyoilbulletin.com/freetrial


http://hexion.com/oilfield

